Given a system with known Hamiltonian and initial state, nonrelativistic quantum mechanics specifies the probability of measuring an observable in a given eigenstate at each time t ≥ 0. It does not, however, yield multiple-time or transition probabilities [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] : that is, what is the probability that an observable assumes value |ψf at tf, given that it assumed |ψH at an earlier time tH (though was not measured at tH)? Bohm's pilot-wave theory [6] was partly an attempt to supplement quantum mechanics by such probabilities. A key motivation for doing so is that, if one considers oneself part of a quantum system, then multiple-time probabilities are needed to obtain even a probability distribution over future measurement outcomes, conditioned on a current measurement outcome. That is, one can construct gedankenexperiments, involving an observer placed in coherent superposition, for which multiple-time probabilities play a predictive role and not merely a philosophical one.
Decoherence is what prevents this issue from arising in ordinary laboratory situations.
In this Letter we initiate the study of multiple-time probabilities from the standpoint of quantum computing. Our main result is that an observer, if given access to a past history of eigenstates, could solve problems efficiently that are believed to be intractable even for quantum computers. This result is relevant in three ways to ordinary quantum mechanics, in which access to past eigenstates is not allowed.
First, our result yields the first natural model of computation that slightly generalizes the quantum computing model. Previously Freedman, Kitaev, and Wang [7] studied computers based on topological quantum field theories, and showed that these were equivalent in power to standard quantum computers. In the other direction, Weinberg [8] , searching for testable alternatives to quantum mechanics, proposed nonlinear variants of the Schrödinger equation;
and subsequently Abrams and Lloyd [9] showed that computers based on such variants could solve NP-complete and even #P-complete problems in polynomial time. From these results, the intuition arose that one cannot generalize the quantum computing model at all without making it 'absurdly' powerful (in particular, able to solve NP-complete problems). We will
show that this intuition is mistaken. What makes this surprising is that a quantum computer could sample efficiently from the distribution over particle positions at any individual time.
Third, the questions raised by multiple-time probabilities may lead to new results in standard quantum computation. This has already happened in one case. The effort to
show that multiple-time probabilities yield additional computational power led us to prove a quantum lower bound for the collision problem [11] . The latter had been a much-studied open question since 1997 because of its implications for cryptography.
Although Bohm's theory asserts multiple-time probabilities, it applies only to a particular setting: it assumes not only the form of the guiding equation, but also a state space (the positions and momenta of particles in Euclidean space) and a preferred observable (position).
In this Letter we take a more abstract perspective, which allows arbitrary finite state spaces, and does not commit to any one observable or dynamics. We define a dynamical quantum model to be a function which, given a pure or mixed state ρ in N dimensions, a unitary U acting on ρ, and a von Neumann observable V with N possible outcomes, specifies (for all i, j) a probability pq r that V assumes value i before U is applied to ρ (time t
), and j after . Sampling a history from Ω is at least as difficult as simulating a polynomial-time quantum computation, for sampling from the marginal distribution over any vw is equivalent to simulating a standard-basis measurement of
. But could sampling a history enable one to solve problems that are intractable even for quantum computers?
To separate this question from any particular dynamics, we introduce a complexity class DQP, or dynamical quantum polynomial-time. Informally, DQP consists of those problems solvable in polynomial time by sampling histories under any dynamical model, so long as it satisfies locality and symmetry conditions to be discussed. We then show that SZK ⊆ DQP, where SZK, statistical zero knowledge, is a classical complexity class containing several problems that have resisted efficient quantum algorithms-including graph isomorphism, nonabelian hidden subgroup, and approximate shortest lattice vector. Already this suggests that BQP = DQP, i.e., that our dynamical quantum computing model is strictly more powerful than the usual quantum computing model. However, we give stronger evidence, of the kind typically sought in computer science. We have obtained [11] a lower bound of order n on the number of oracle queries needed by a quantum computer to solve the 'collision problem,' that of deciding whether a function f : {1, . . . , n} → Z is one-to-one or two-to-one. (Shi [13] has improved this bound to order n , which is optimal.) But the collision problem, which abstractly models SZK, can be solved in a constant number of queries using a dynamical model. Formalizing this intuition, we show in [11] that there exists an oracle A for which SZK BQP, and therefore BQP = DQP.
As is usual in quantum computing, we assume a Hilbert space H of finite dimension N , and discretize time into steps of equal length τ . Other authors [1] have considered dynamics in a continuous-time setting. It might be thought that our restriction to discrete time introduces a drawback, that the dynamics depend not just on the initial state and
Hamiltonian but also on the choice of τ . For example, two Hadamard gates applied in succession seem to correspond to two random transitions when considered separately, but to a permutation (namely the identity permutation) when considered jointly. However, an analogous problem occurs in the continuous-time setting. There, letting t → 0 be the length of a time interval being considered, there is still a free parameter dτ /dt on which the dynamics depend.
For simplicity, we consider the dynamics of only a single time-independent observable V , and assume those dynamics at each time t to depend only on the state and Hamiltonian at t (it is easy to show that they cannot depend on the Hamiltonian only). By the KochenSpecker theorem we cannot assign values noncontextually to every observable, let alone specify their transition probabilities. We could consider a subset S of observables that contains no Kochen-Specker contradiction, but even then we could not apply a dynamical model independently to each observable in S without in general violating noncontextuality.
The case of time-dependent observables was considered in [1] and elsewhere.
Formally, a dynamical quantum model is fully characterized by a family of functions,
, which map a pure or mixed state ρ ∈ H, a unitary U ∈ U (N), and an orthonormal basis V = v, . . . , v ∈ U (N ) onto a singly stochastic matrix S ∈ S (N). We sometimes suppress the dependence on N. Let (M ) denote the entry in the i column and j row of M . Then (S)
is the probability that the observable corresponding to V takes value v after U is applied to ρ, conditioned on V taking value v before U is applied. Any dynamics must satisfy the conditions of unitary invariance-for all unitary changes of basis W ,
and marginalization-for all j ∈ {1, . . . , N },
Because of invariance, we will henceforth take V = I and consider D as a function of ρ and U only.
Three additional conditions we desire are symmetry, robustness, and locality. We say that D is symmetric if it is invariant under relabeling of basis states: more precisely, for all permutation matrices P and Q,
Also, D is robust if it is insensitive to sufficiently small errors (which, in particular, implies continuity): for all polynomials p, there exists a polynomial q such that for all N, ρ ∈ H, and U ∈ U (N ),
where M = max (M )
, whenever ρ − ρ ≤ 1/q (N ) and U − U ≤ 1/q (N). Robustness will not be needed for our results, but is often demanded of a computational model.
In the interest of generality, we did not assume H to have a particular tensor product structure. Thus, we define locality by partitioning the basis states into 'blocks,' between which U can never produce interference. Call L ⊆ {1, . . . , N } a block if (U ) = 0 for all i ∈ L and k / ∈ L, and a minimal block if no L ⊂ L is a block. Note that the minimal blocks are disjoint. Then D is local if it acts separately on each minimal block: more formally,
for all minimal blocks L and i, j ∈ L, where U is the L × L submatrix of U, and ρ is the L × L submatrix of ρ normalized to have trace 1. We do not claim that the locality condition implies relativistic causality. For example, if ρd is a bipartite state and U and Ud act only on A and B respectively, then locality does not imply commutativity in the sense that
We raise as an open question whether there exists a dynamical model satisfying robustness, locality, and commutativity. See [4] for a more detailed analysis of causality in dynamical models.
The product dynamics PD is unsatisfactory because it does not satisfy locality. Dieks
[5] proposed partitioning the basis vectors into minimal blocks and applying PD separately to each. The resulting Dieks dynamics, DD, satisfies locality and commutativity, but not robustness, since the minimal blocks are sensitive to arbitrarily small changes to U.
We introduce a dynamical model, the Schrödinger dynamics or SD, that satisfies robustness and locality. Commutativity is satisfied for unentangled states but not for entangled ones. Constructing SD involves solving a system of nonlinear equations, which were first studied in the continuous case by Schrödinger [14] . The existence and uniqueness of a solution were shown under broad conditions by Nagasawa [15] . In the discrete case, where the problem is known as (r, c)-scaling, efficient algorithms are known for finding the solution ([16] and references therein).
The idea is repeatedly to tweak U to bring it closer to a stochastic matrix that satisfies the marginalization condition. The first step is to replace each entry of U by its squared
. We wish to make the imn column of the matrix sum to (ρ) j j
, and the jmn row sum to (U ρU for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , N }.
The stochastic matrix S mapping diag (ρ) to diag (U ρU e f ) is then readily obtained by normalizing each column to sum to 1. Here 'normalizing' means multiplying by a scalar.
The algorithm is iterative. For each t ≥ 0 we obtain U . We claim that (1) the limit U Other reasonable classes could be defined-for example, we could allow only classical queries to O (D), or only one query instead of multiple ones-but such distinctions are a subject for complexity theory rather than physics. The best upper bound we know of is DQP ⊆ P|}, from the Dieks dynamics.
Let us see why SZK ⊆ DQP. Sahai and Vadhan [17] showed that, to simulate SZK, it suffices to solve the following statistical difference (SD) problem. Suppose deterministic classical polynomial-time algorithm P~(for i ∈ {0, 1}) returns output Y~(X) ∈ {0, 1} distributed according to Λ~= (p~), when given an input X chosen uniformly from {0, 1}.
Then decide whether Λ and Λ are 'ε-close' or 'ε-far'-that is, whether
is less than ε or greater than 1 − ε for some ε > 0, given that one of these is the case.
As an example, let G and G be graphs, and let Λ~be the uniform distribution over all permutations of G~. Then Λ and Λ are 0-close (that is, identical) if G and G are isomorphic, and are 0-far (disjoint) otherwise. It follows that testing isomorphism of graphs is reducible to SD, and hence is in SZK.
In the special case where P and P are one-to-one, the DQP algorithm consists simply of three quantum circuits, U , U, and U. First U transforms |0
for a control bit |i (henceforth |Y (X) is abbreviated |Y ). Then U applies a bitwise Fourier transform to |i |X (that is, a Hadamard gate on each bit), and U does the same, returning the state to U |0
. Intuitively, this is analogous to measuring |Y , and then making multiple 'non-collapsing' measurements of |i to see whether it contains one value or a superposition of two values. In the former case we conclude that Λ and Λ are ε-far;
in the latter that they are ε-close. The technical part is to show that this algorithm works under any symmetric local model.
Let v = |i |X |Y be the value of V immediately after U is applied. First suppose Λ and Λ are ε-far. Then because P and P are one-to-one, v's 'counterpart'
|Y has zero amplitude in U |0 with probability at least 1 − ε, where ' ' denotes negation. In that case, the state of |i conditioned on |Y is |i . Since U and U do not act on |Y and UU is the identity, it follows by locality that i = i. 
for all a, c. Since the (a, c) entry of F is 2 Thus, there is a 1/2 probability that i¥ = i¯.
For general P°and P¥, we can reduce to the one-to-one case by appending a register |h (i • X) to |Φ± , on which U¤ and U¯do not act. Here h is chosen uniformly at random among all 'hash functions' mapping Z § ¨ ¥ ¤ to {1, . . . , K}, for some range size K. Let n°= P ª ¥ ° ( Y ) be the number of X such that P°(X) = Y , and similarly define n¥. Then assuming that Λ°and Λ¥ are ε-close, |n°/n¥ − 1| < 4ε with probability at least 3/4 over the choice of Y , by Markov's inequality. After applying U¥, we apply U¤ and U¯in succession n times, initially with K = 1 and each time thereafter setting K to twice its previous value and recomputing h. Define a = i¥ • X¥ as before. Then we want there to exist a unique
Letting α = n²/K, this joint event (call it E) occurs with probability
over the choice of h. This is bounded away from 0 when α ∈ [1, 2]. When E does occur, the analysis for the one-to-one case applies, and establishes that v² and its counterpart are both observed with 1/2 probability.
The algorithm for searching an unordered list of N items in order N bound is easily seen to be optimal under any dynamical model. Bennett et al.
[18] showed that, if ΨAE Ç È (X) is an algorithm's state after t queries to an N-item list X, then by changing one item of X we can obtain a list X 
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